
Product Description： 

Diamond segment for granite block. It is a diamond metal bond saw tips used on 2000mm
circular saw blade to cut granite.

Diamond Segment Cutting Supplier China is made of synthetic diamond plus different
matrix or metal bonds in different ratio of metal powders. metal bond and diamond density
will be somehow different as per different color and hardness of stone and stone cutting
machine.

Stone Cutting Segment Wholesale for granite has good sharpness and high efficiency at
the process of cutting. meanwhile,it has a long lifespan and extremely high cutting accuracy.

Feature: 

1.Cutting in high speed without chipping.

2.Strict product quality inspection processes.

3.Long life span and stable cutting performance.

4.Multi saw blade diamond cutting segment for suppliers,good segment shape easy for
diamond opening.

5.Diamond segmented circular saw blades factory,smooth cutting, flat surface and even size
cutting result.

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications Diamond Segment For Granite Block Suppliers:

Blade Diameter  Segment Size
(L x W x H) Shape Structure 

2000mm,
80 inch 24x10.6/9.8x15mm M Shape Sandwich or Multi-Layer 

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Other Specifications Of Cutter Segment:

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Segment-Block-Cutting-for-Granite.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/M-Diamond-Segment-For-Stone-Block.html


Multi-Blade And Single-Disc Saw Blade Specifications:



Product show 

China Professional 2000mm Stable Cutting M Shape Diamond Segment Supplier







Application: 



Diamond segment for granite, sandstone, slate, kinds of hard stone with quartz. Diamond
segment is wet use for bridge cutting machine ,single arm machine, single arm machine.



FAQ

1. Do you offer free samples?

Normally we do not offer free samples, but we guaranty our product's quality.

2. If we need technical support, can you offer us?

Yes, we have an experienced team, offering our customers additional benefits with specific



advice, by our product management staff, engineers and technicians.

3. How can we be your agent in our country?

Please inform us your detailed company, we will discuss and propose helpful suggestion for
you, and to find the best solution for you.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


